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Mi Amore, love is in the air! Valentine’s Day is right
around the corner and I have no idea what to get my
lovely wife of 37 years. I’ve struggled and FINALLY
WALA! I got the perfect idea!
I thought I could figure out some rides and activiBE
ties she would absolutely LOVE to do! She loves
MINE
destination rides seeing and discovering neat and
off beat places. Between the District’s Ferry Ride,
Ice Cream Trail, and Ride-Ins coupled with our
Chapter’s ride-every-weekend ride schedule, I think
she’ll be thrilled with my Valentine gift choice! Yea, after I re-read the
above, I’m still in the dark regarding a gift
riding season figured out!

. But at least we have our

This month you’ll start seeing some newsletter sponsors! When
we announced the Indiana Ice Cream Trail, we solicited the 36
ice cream joints asking if they’d like to drive in more Gold
Wing business by becoming newsletter sponsors. So far, the
results have been outstanding! Please look for this logo
sprinkled throughout the newsletter. Let’s thank these
great, small, hometown businesses by eating them out
of house and ice cream! Our current District newsletter
Sponsors are:
Ivanhoes, Upland
TF Ice Cream, Boonville
Windmill Chill, Holland
Igloo Ice Cream Shop, Silver Lake
While it still may be too cold to take a
ride to one of these ice cream
joints, you may need to do a pre-(car) ride to check them out. You’d hate to
take your riding buddies to an ice cream joint when you can’t personally
vouch for the perfection of the goods!
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While it’s still a little early for riding to ice cream joints, don’t forget the
District BINGO contest is underway! You can be crossing off squares doing
various GWRRA activities. All you have to do is complete activities until you
get a BINGO (up/down, left/right, or crossways). Once you get your BINGO
you’ll be eligible for a $$$ prize. Black out your BINGO card to be entered
to another $$$ drawing. It should be a lot of fun! You gotta play to win!
Remember to keep checking www.indianaonwings.org/events as this is where
we keep the latest and greatest District information. We’ve had a couple of
tweaks to the Ice Cream Trail (one address and one name change) and the
District Ferry Ride flyer. Nothing substantial but the web site always has
the latest and greatest info (Thanks to Howard, webmaster extraordinaire!).
It’s weird being in February and not being knee deep in Winter Rendezvous
planning. At least we’ve got Spring Wing Warm Up to look forward to midMay (21st & 22nd) down in Nashville (IN not TN!). Hmmmnnnn, where would
you go for more SWWU information? Duh! The District Events webpage of
course!!!!!!
Please continue to be safe as we’re hopefully rounding the corner in fighting
this devastating pandemic.
Until next time……..
Rick and Debbie Warmels
IN District Directors
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VALENTINE TRIVA!

(Nine Correct Answers Reveal a Word!)
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Rider’s Ed!
How To Safely Tow A Trailer
Who says you can’t take it with you? If you’ve
jammed your saddlebags to the bursting point and
still need to pack more gear, there’s only one way
to go: a trailer. They’re popular accessories for
long-distance touring riders, especially if they’re
traveling two-up and camping, but you should keep
a few hints in mind.

USE ENOUGH BIKE It makes no sense to try to
pull a giant trailer with a Vespa. Pick a bike that
has enough power for the job—1000cc or more.
PERHAPS CONSIDER A HONDA GOLDWING!
FILL YOUR TIRES The trailer puts additional load on both bike tires, especially the rear.
Inflate them properly, on the upper end of your bike’s GVWR. Check the trailer tires and
load weight as well
HITCH IT RIGHT Your bike needs to lean into turns, but the trailer doesn’t lean. You’ll
need a hitch that lets the trailer both turn and swivel—think about how a U-joint works.
Pick a quality hitch. Your skins worth it!
FIND YOUR PLACE Trailers are almost always wider than a bike, so you’ll need to ride
closer to the center of the lane than you would without a trailer. You’ll also be riding closer
to the center-of-the-lane oil slick you’ll find on most roads, so exercise caution.
STOP THAT THING Trailers increase a bike’s weight and stopping distance. They also
want to overrun the bike when stopping unless equipped with their own separate trailer
brakes. Ride with caution, brake early, and allow yourself plenty of stopping room.
FIND PARKING Your motorcycle-and-trailer rig is much longer than your bike alone, so
you need to scout out an appropriate parking spot. Fine one that will let you pull straight
out when leaving. Bikes are agile; towing trailers, not so much.
Indiana District Educators
Chuck and Chris Jacobs
Bluewing@bluemarble.net
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Straight from Our Central ADDs!
Karen has a saying that I hear often. PEOPLE
MAKE PLANS FOR WHAT THEY WANT TO DO
AND EXCUSES FOR WHAT THEY DON’T WANT
TO DO. There is so much truth in that statement. It
should make us all stop and think about what is going on in our lives that is truly important to each of us
personally.

No one is going to deny that 2020 did not seem to go
like we might have planned. For motorcyclists that
means there were probably trips not taken, sites not visited, and
roads not ridden. But hopefully the limitations faced during 2020 did not keep us
off our bikes completely. I know it did not in our case.
So we sit here, enjoying the winter months indoor, and right now have an opportunity to take time to make plans to do the things we want to do. No one knows for
sure what the upcoming months will look like but I’m sure that our upcoming riding
season doesn’t have to be put on the back burner. Now is the time when we can
be planning travel that is safe as possible regardless of where this COVID thing
goes. And don’t think for one moment that we don’t take the current pandemic seriously. We have experienced the loss of three good Goldwing friends in the past
three months. Several others have been sick. The last time I was on my Goldwing
was to ride in a funeral procession for one of those friends. So please don’t think
I’m down playing the danger we face.
Motorcycle riding is a truly safe way to social distance and not be trapped in a
closed area with others. Our preference might be to enjoy our meals in a sit down
restaurant but hopefully that doesn’t mean we can’t accept drive-thru as a good alternative for now. We might not feel comfortable going into some sites such as museums, points of interest, etc but there is a lot of nature’s natural beauty and many
interesting locations we might enjoy while doing so safely. Traveling this year
might require more planning. We might have to seek and find interesting destinations we might not have considered previously.
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The district is taking today’s situation seriously and trying to plan accordingly.
Whether an event like Spring Wing Warm Up will be one where we can bunch up
safely or whether we will still need to practice social distancing might not be known
until closer to the date. But rest assured that the Indiana Team will be planning with
the safety of the members being most important. Our Goldwing family needs to be
able to live life ‘as normal as possible’, maintain their close relationships with their
Goldwing family, and be able to ride our motorcycles as much as desired.

2021 is a year where more planning than normal might be needed. There is a riding
season though that will start in two or three months. We can start planning now to
make the coming riding season the best possible. Whether you’re planning to ride
on a family level, chapter level, or district level, do it safely but don’t be afraid to get
out there. It’s about making plans for what we want to do.
Lonny and Karen Hunter, Senior Advisors and Central ADDs
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2021 Chapter Match Ups!
This Year We’re Challenging Chapter Directors to Interact with
Other Chapters. We’ve Created Match-Ups Where Involved
Chapters Just Need to Coordinate Some Shared Activity
(Lunch, Dinner, A Ride, Picnic, Movie, Ball Game, etc.). Nothing
Fancy, Just a Chance for Us to Connect/Re-Connect with Old or
Friends Not Yet Met. This Year’s Match-Ups are:
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100’s of Shakes and Sundaes!

979 S. Main St, Upland, IN 46989
765-998-7261
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It’s Never Too Late to Learn Something New
Six months ago, I decided to take online classes offered by
Purdue Global University to finish obtaining my Business
Management Degree. Ten years ago, this would not have
been an option for me due to career scheduling and degree offerings online. However, due to changing times and
technology, a full college degree can be obtained online.
What works for me is that these degree plans are geared
for the working adult. Class seminars are typically once per
Northern ADDs
week and are offered at varying times. For example, one
class I took this winter was offered online at 10:00 pm on Thursday nights. This was
perfect for my working schedule and was easy to manage.
But wait! Aren’t you like over 50 years old! It’s going to take you four years to complete these classes. What’s the benefit? Quite a lot, actually. In my first two classes,
I’ve learned how to write emails, blogs, and articles effectively. I have learned how to
conduct proper online research and write a proposal for change. I have also created
a presentation using PowerPoint, understanding that there needs to be a balance
between visuals and writing. To all those who sat through my PowerPoint on GroupWorks last year at Winter Rendezvous, all I can say is “sorry about that.” My next attempt at a PowerPoint will be better. Why? Because I learned something new, quite
a few things actually, about effective writing and visual presentations.
Last year, GWRRA University offered online training for its members. There
were seminars on writing newsletters, member retention, riding tips, member
benefits, and leadership. The university's goal is to deliver training in a professional manner that is a “fun learning experience for all participants.” Although
there are currently no classes listed for this coming month, information can be
obtained from gwrradot.com as it becomes available.
There are many good reasons to learn something new. Here are three of them that
you might find interesting according to the health and fitness site, GoTime.
Increased Confidence. “Going out on a limb to try something new takes confidence. Showing yourself that you have what it takes will only make you feel better about yourself.”
Learning a New Skill. “Many times the thing you’ll be interested in trying involves
learning a new skill. You may be afraid of failing, but don’t let that stop you. With
practice and persistence, you will gain a cool new skill or hobby to add to your
repertoire. It’s a good feeling and a greater asset!”
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Helps you Break out of a Rut. “A great way to break you out of your mundane
routine is to do something you’ve never done before, or try something you’ve
never tried. Wake your brain up and tell it that you’re not just here to go through
the motions. You’re here for a purpose!”
So whether you are learning a new set of skills, as I am, or just looking to break out of
a “rut,” now is the time to learn something new. The GoTime site suggests Kung Fu or
Rock Climbing. I want to offer something a little safer, like Online Classes. Either
way, let’s have some fun doing it!
Chris & Winona Drake
Indiana Assistant District Directors
Chapter Directors | Newsletter Editors IN-F
https://www.facebook.com/GWRRAIndianaChapterF
https://app.groupworks.com/#/groups/4484

TF ICE CREAM!

1002 E. Walnut St., Boonville, IN
(812) 715-3367
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NOT JUST THEIR RESPONSIBILILY

This is a good time to start making plans for our future
travels. Perhaps dinner rides, day rides, weekend outings or vacation time if possible. It’s a great time to
start planning what your chapter will do for Motorist
Awareness Day, May 8th.
There are two ways to think about Motorist Awareness.
First, we want to make the general public aware of the
motorcycles on the roads. Second, we also need to be
aware that it is not just their responsibility to watch for
us. We have the responsibility to make ourselves visible to the motorist as well. Here are a few things we
can do.
Let’s start with the rider and co-rider. I remember when we started riding, we had
helmets and coats that matched the color of the bike. That was the thing to do. If
you have your helmet and coat contrasting colors than the bike you will stand out
more at intersections and side views. This draws awareness of you being there.
Don’t be stuck up! My co-rider waves a lot at traffic and most definitely at trucks and
semis to make sure we are seen.
Now let’s look at the front of the bike. When meeting oncoming traffic, you can move
from the left part of the lane to the right and back to draw attention. (Not meant for
group rides) We also should ride with bright lights on during the day for better visibility. Modulating headlight are another safety feature. It has been confirmed they are
a benefit for being seen. Some motorcyclist does not like modulating headlight, it’s
up to the rider.
Next look at the rear of the bike. Bikes with a small tail light are hard to be seen. I
am a firm believer in a lot of tail lights. At stop lights, pulsating brake lights help
make you more visible to traffic coming in behind you. I know for a fact that vehicles
stayed further back after I put the pulsating brake light on our trike. If you don’t have
this on your bike you can release the brake and then pull on the brake again to reactivate the brake lights (repeatedly) until the vehicle has come to a stop behind you.
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When you are out talking to people about Motorist Awareness remember to explain
why motorcyclists do some of the things we do, and about the safety equipment we
have on our bikes to help be seen. As fellow motorcycle riders we are all encouraged to help make the public aware of our being on the road. As individuals or
Chapters, we can make it happen. As we have said before, it’s not that hard and can
be fun.
The district has a lot of fun things going on. We hope everyone will enjoy all these
actives the district has to offer. These rides will be a prime time to talk with people
about GWRRA and Motorist Awareness as we make stops for gas, food and motels.
With a group of bikes people are always interested in what they are doing or going.
Drive defensive and have FUN
Charles & Kathy Friedman
IN District MAP Coordinators

Stay Safe
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Chapter L-2 Reggie and Sherri Miller Greenwood, IN
Reggie and Sherri Miller moved to Indiana 4 years
ago from Arizona where they belonged to GWRRA
since 2007. They joined L2 after getting all settled
in.
Reggie retired as a Commercial Concrete Inspector
and Sherri retired from AERO Space. Reggie now
works part time for his daughter’s car dealership in
Columbus transporting vehicles. They have 2 children, 4 grandchildren and 1 great grandchild.
When they joined L2, they both immediately jumped in to help any way they
could, they opened their house up for game nights, they both hold an office in the
chapter, they attend the Wednesday night dinner rides and most weekend rides
and they have attended many chapter visitations with their CDs. Sherri is known
for her Carrot Cake and hands down it is one of the best.
When you see Reggie, ask him about his taller brother, Reggie Miller #31.
We are so thankful to have them in L2 and as friends and we are proud to announce they are the 2020-2021 Chapter L-2 Couple of the Year! Congratulations!
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REMEMBER, If you get an email saying a friend or acquaintance is out of the country and needs you to send
them gift cards, it’s a SCAM! Several GWRRA Members
have received these emails recently so PLEASE,
Just Delete Them!
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We have a rare opportunity to get to ride in a restored Vietnam Era Huey helicopter! David “Grumpy” Williams works with a group of veterans who preserves and educates the public on these historic aircraft. During Spring Wing
Warm Up in Nashville, IN on 22 May, Grumpy can provide 15-20 minute rides
in their Huey for ONLY $100. You know how beautiful the Nashville area is
from our bikes? Just imagine how gorgeous the view would be from the seat
of a helicopter! If you’ve ever paid for a helicopter flight before, you know
$100 for 15-20 minutes of flight time is a BARGAIN!
To make these rides possible, Grumpy needs to have 40 people commit to
taking a flight. If you’re willing to commit, please contact Grumpy at :
David “Grumpy” Williams
501 S Pearl ST
Thorntown, IN 46701
grumpys@frontiernet.net
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